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Victoria Real Estate Board Market Report for 
November 2022
For the month of November we saw:

● 384  Properties sold in Victoria
● 20% Decrease from October 2022
● 41.2% Decrease from November 2021

There were 2111 active listings for sale on the Victoria Real Estate 
Board Multiple Listing Service® at the end of November 2022, a 
decrease of 3.7% compared to the previous month of October but 
a 138 %  increase from the 887 active listings for sale at the end of 
November 2021.

“Premier Eby’s rapid introduction of changes to the Strata Property 
Act which remove rental restrictions and age restrictions other 
than 55 and older from strata developments is raising questions
within strata communities. It remains to be seen what effect this 
may have on the strata market,” adds President Dinnie-Smyth. “It is 
an open question whether these changes will bring any additional 
rental stock to the market - with BC’s complex Residential Tenancy 
Act not all homeowners of vacant strata homes have a desire to 
become landlords (continued on next page)
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and current interest rates are less attractive to investors who may want to purchase strata rental properties. It is 
also possible that these measures will contribute further to eroding housing affordability as older stratas with 
rental restrictions were generally valued lower than their rentable counterparts.” The Multiple Listing Service® 
Home Price Index benchmark value for a single family home in the Victoria Core in November 2021 was 
$1,249,400. The benchmark value for the same home in November 2022 increased by 4.6 per cent to 
$1,307,100 but was down 2.6 per cent from October's value of $1,341,400. The MLS® HPI benchmark value for a 
condominium in the Victoria Core area in November 2021 was $536,200, while the benchmark value for the 
same condominium in November 2022 increased by 9.6 per cent to $587,800, down by 2.5 per cent from the 
October value of $602,700.  Learn more HERE
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As many of you know, I have moved from Victoria to 
Nanaimo. I will still be including Victoria monthly real estate 

reports for the time being, but will also be focusing my 
newsletter on Nanaimo and mid island real estate reports. 

Nanaimo - Continuing Inventory Grains Positive Sign for New Year
For the month of November we saw:

● 244  Properties sold in Nanaimo
● 2% Decrease from October 2022
● 30% Decrease from November 2021

There were 1,195 active listings of single-family detached properties last month, compared to 301 in 
November 2021 and 1,360 in October. VIREB’s inventory of condo apartments was 286 in November 2022, up 
from 96 listings one year ago and down from 314 in October. There were 266 row/townhouses for sale last 
month compared to 64 one year ago and 296 in October.
October.

“Our statistics indicate that active listings are nearing our 10-year average, which is a positive development 
and good news for buyers,” says Erica Kavanaugh, 2022 VIREB Chair. “Lack of inventory contributed to the 
creation of a long-standing sellers’ market that presented many challenges for our buyers, particularly those 
purchasing a home for the first time.” Although the scale of year-over-year price increases has decreased, it 
still costs more to buy a home in the VIREB area than in November 2021. The board-wide benchmark price of 
a single-family home climbed to $772,800 in November, an increase of five per cent from one year ago but 
down by two per cent from October. In the apartment category, the benchmark
price was $414,900 last month, a 10 per cent increase from November 2021 and up slightly from October. 
(continued on next page) 
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Residential -Single Family Detached Active MLS®  Listings/SalesMLS® Sales Summary

The year-over-year benchmark price of a townhouse rose 
by six per cent to $566,300 but dropped by three per cent 
from October. In Campbell River, the benchmark price of a 
single-family home hit $679,200 in November, up one per 
cent from the previous year. The Comox Valley’s 
year-over-year benchmark price rose by three per cent to 
$807,900. The Cowichan Valley reported a benchmark 
price of $793,500, an increase of five per cent from 
November 2021. Nanaimo’s benchmark price rose by six
per cent, reaching $800,100, while the 
Parksville-Qualicum area saw its benchmark price
increase by two per cent to $887,000. The cost of a 
benchmark single-family home in Port
Alberni reached $552,200, up nine per cent from the 
previous year. For the North Island, the
benchmark price of a single-family home rose by 15 per 
cent to $462,700.

MLS® HPI benchmark and value - Single Family Homes

MLS® HPI benchmark and value -Condominium/Apartments
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LENDER 5-YEAR VARIABLE 5-YEAR FIXED

Nesto 4.70% 4.79%

Peoples Bank 4.90% 4.94%

Mortgage Alliance 5.05% 4.99%

Neo Financial 4.85% 4.94%

HSBC 5.55% 5.29%

First National 5.05% 5.29%

Equitable 5.05% 4.94%

The Best Mortgage rates from 
WOWA.ca

Check out their website for more information on 

● Mortgage Lending in BC
● Mortgage Brokers in BC
● Mortgage Regulators in BC
● Why Comparing Mortgage Rates Matters
● BC Mortgage Forecast
● Housing Market

Go to WOWA.ca

A rezoning application for three properties to allow multi-family development on Metral Drive could be the 
harbinger of future development in the area. At the Nov. 21 meeting of Nanaimo city council, Dale Lindsay, 
the city’s general manager of development services, presented an application to rezone 5645, 5655 and 5657 
Metral Dr. from single dwelling and duplex residential to low-density residential with provisions to allow an 
increase to the maximum building height. The application was submitted by Victoria-based DHK Architects 
along with concept building drawings and site plans to give examples of multi-family dwellings that could be 
constructed if the rezoning application is approved. The concepts show the properties could accommodate 22 
units.
“This is in keeping with a couple of themes that we’ve talked about this past year and one is in relationship to 
development on Metral Drive. You’re seeing investments in the complete street along Metral, resulting in a 
desire for development like this and a housing form, in a ground-oriented, multi-family type, that is 
supporting a need in the community for a more affordable, family-oriented housing of that type,” Lindsay 
said.
He added that the type of development proposed is supported by the official community plan. A community 
contribution, to be used for active transportation improvements, commitment to using low- carbon energy 
systems and lot consolidation are recommended conditions of rezoning.Councillors Janice Perrino and Sheryl 
Armstrong had questions about adequate parking and vehicle access for the site. Lindsay explained that what 
is being presented for public consultation is conceptual only. ( read more HERE)
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Nanaimo city council reviews re-zoning plan to allow for 22 homes 
on three lots on Metral Drive

https://wowa.ca/mortgage-rates-bc
https://www.nanaimobulletin.com/news/nanaimo-city-council-reviews-re-zoning-plan-to-allow-for-22-homes-on-three-lots-on-metral-drive/
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Sounds: Drive by the home a few times; this will help give you an 
idea of what the traffic and noise is like at different times and on 
different days. If you toured it at 10AM on Monday, the noise and 
traffic may be less than 5pm on Friday. Also, be aware of the 
home’s surroundings: Is it close to a nightclub? Are there train 
tracks nearby? If so, will the noise bother you?
Smells: Is there anything within a mile or two that could generate 
an odor? Think manufacturing plants, bodies of water that are 
known for flooding, etc. Would this be a dealbreaker or a turnoff 
for you?
Cell Service: With more people working from and spending more 
time at home, you absolutely want to make sure you get service 
in the entire house. Believe it or not, even in 2022, this is still a 
concern.
Cable/Internet Providers: While there are many cable options 
nationwide, there are likely only a few available in your area. 
Make sure you’re okay with the options.

It's time for your December home checklist!  December is 
a busy month, so this month's checklist has a little bit of 
everything. The holiday season is here, the weather is 
changing and the new year is right around the corner!

● Decorate for the holidays
● Hang seasonal lights & wreaths
● Bring out the layers, pillows & throws
● Inspect the chimney
● Create a space for winter accessories in your entry
● Weatherstrip any drafts
● Disconnect & store garden hoses
● Donate & declutter to make room for the new year

I hope everyone enjoys the last month of 2022!

Shayla’s Tips

For more tips check out my Instagram page!

Food Delivery: This may sound silly but if you’re a food delivery fanatic (who isn’t at this point?), it’s certainly 
something you’ll want to look into, as Skip, Instacart, etc. don’t deliver to every location.
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In Uncertain Times, Vancouver Island’s Real Estate 
Market Serves Stability

www.shaylaonthewestcoast.ca

A real estate investment will always benefit you in the long run, but the hard part of playing the realty game 
is timing: understanding when to sell and when to buy as markets ebb and flow with the economy. In British 
Columbia’s real estate market, Vancouver Island makes this a little bit easier. While the Lower Mainland 
market has largely been reactive to this year’s numerous (and ongoing) Bank of Canada interest rate hikes, 
Vancouver Island has remained relatively stable — a few small bumps, rather than a rollercoaster.
“Sales have increased month over month and pricing remains relatively stable, with just a slight dip over this 
time last month,” says Christine Ryan, Vancouver Island-based Sales Manager at Sotheby’s International 
Realty Canada. “This would indicate that the rate hike has contributed to slight pricing adjustments, but has 
had no effect on the purchasing activity of buyers.”

Meanwhile, over in Metro Vancouver, residential sales increased by about 12.8% from September to 
October, according to the latest statistics by the Real Estate Board of Greater Vancouver (REBGV), but were 
actually down 45.5% compared to October 2021, and down 33.3% compared to the October average of the 
past 10 years. Ryan says that after a relatively quiet summer and early fall season, the sales activity the 
Vancouver Island real estate market is currently experiencing indicates that prices are more or less an 
accurate reflection of market conditions, and that “buyers are responding favourably.”
“Sales are up overall 17% over the previous month in Greater Victoria, with a 3% increase elsewhere on the 
Island,” Ryan says — and that’s often the case on the Island this time of year.

A quantitative way to identify which way a real estate market is leaning is to look at the ales-to-active-listings 
ratio (SAR), dividing the number of sales by the total amount of active listings. A ratio of under 12% is usually 
defined as buyers market, a ratio over 20% generally indicates a lean towards sellers, and anything in 
between shows balance in the market. According to the Vancouver Island Real Estate Board‘s statistics, 
October registered 249 sales and the amount of active listings hit 1,360, giving us a ratio of 18.3% that 
indicates a healthy balance.

“We typically have a relatively healthy fall market on the Island. Our temperate climate attracts snowbirds 
who tend to travel west and property shop in the fall. I would suspect that the desire to be settled in a new 
home for Christmas and the New Year is a driver for this seasonal increase in market activity. Clearly, 
motivated sellers and motivated buyers are coming together to strike a deal with the guidance of their 
respective realtors.” As Ryan has previously said, Vancouver Island is blessed with one of the most stable real 
estate markets in Canada, and that stability becomes even more appealing when the surrounding markets 
are in a constant state of flux and uncertainty. Extreme highs can be fun, but that can often mean extreme 
lows are possible too. Sometimes, there’s nothing better than stability and reliability.
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A new regulation banning stratas from the ability to restrict homeowners from renting out their residential units is now 
in effect. Under the new leadership of BC Premier David Eby, the new legislation was proposed on Monday, November 
21, and it was subsequently swiftly approved by the BC NDP majority. The change in provincial legislation then went into 
effect on Thursday, November 24, which automatically and immediately overrides any strata bylaw that restricts rentals 
in their building

This policy shift is part of the provincial government’s new multi-faceted approach to tackle housing affordability. Based 
on the province’s data through the Speculation and Vacancy Tax, it is anticipated about 2,300 empty condominiums 
across BC cannot be rented out due to strata rules that prevent property owners from renting out their units. It is also 
believed that the legislation change will open up the possibility for some condominium owners to rent out a room in 
their unit if they were given the opportunity to do so.
However, stratas can still ban the operation of short-term rentals — such as Airbnb — in their buildings. Existing 
provincial legislation permits stratas to enforce fines of up to $1,000 per day for short-term rentals that are not 
permitted under strata bylaws.

As of last week, only strata bylaws limiting residents to age 55 and over are allowed, with any strata age-restriction 
bylaw restricting ages to under 55 now invalid. Stratas can have bylaws that require one or more persons residing in the 
unit to have reached an age that is not less than 55 years. The provincial legislation allows any live-in caregiver, including 
caregivers under the age of 55.

Stratas in BC can no longer ban rentals
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Condo Clear Services Strata Tip
How you can check that you have all the meeting minutes?

Step 1: Separate the council minutes from the general meeting minutes
Step 2: Sort each group of minutes in sequential order, from newest to oldest

There is no legislation that requires strata's to approve council meeting minutes, but it's good practice

for them to do so, and most do.Unfortunately, if the strata doesn't have any such bylaws and doesn't follow the practice of 

approving meeting minutes, there is no way to check that you’ve been provided all the minutes. If the strata does approve 

its meeting minutes:

Information provided by Condo Clear

Step 3: Check that each set of minutes received was approved at the subsequent meeting.

Step 4: If a set of minutes is approved at a meeting, but those minutes were not included in the strata documents package, 

you are missing a set of meeting minutes. Follow up with the strata to obtain the missing minutes.

Many strata corporations have bylaws that require the strata council to “inform owners of the minutes of all council meetings 

within 2 weeks of the meeting, whether or not the minutes have been approved.”

Step 5: If the strata has such a bylaw and a meeting had been scheduled more than two weeks ago, you should have received 

the meeting minutes. 

Follow this five step process to ensure you have all the strata council and the general meeting minutes.
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This trail around Westwood Lake is 
well-maintained for easy hiking with some 
steeper hills. It's a lovely wooded walk with 
just enough variety to make it interesting. It's 
best to stay on the main trail as it can get a 
bit confusing if you wander off. It is well 
signed and the forest and lake are full on 
herons, deer and eagles. 

This trail also connects to a myriad of other 
trails in Westwood Lake Park and the Morel 
Conservation Area. Access to the off-leash 
dog area is under the power lines above the 
shore trail on the opposite side.

A casual french style bistro, tucked into the Nanaimo Train 
Station, celebrating local bc ingredients. Flavour, without the 
frills.

From the website: 
“We believe that shared moments over food and drink have 
the power to connect and unite us all. Black Rabbit is more 
than just a restaurant - we serve as a platform for gathering.

By working with the seasons in partnership with local 

growers, our chef embraces the Slow Food philosophy to 

make real whole food from scratch. Created with passion and 

intention, supported by a curated cocktail, wine and beer list, 

our menu is designed to be shareable, buildable, and for 

casual diners.

Westwood Lake Trail

Black Rabbit Kitchen
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How to 
Contact Me

Book a 30 minute phone call 

Book Now

On my website

ww.shaylaonthewestcoast.ca

Social Media
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